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In this paper, we have calculated the elliptic singularities of the symmetric Hilbert modular
group defined over a real quadratic number field. Applying those to the dimension formula,
we tabulate the dimensions of the space of symmetric Hilbert modular forms of weight two
satisfying certain cusp condition.
1. INTRODUCTION
Let k be a real quadratic number field generated by IJ over Q for a square-free positive integer d. We
assume that k has a unit of negative norm or d has no prime factors p == 3 mod 4. g denotes the ring of integers
in k. Let 1P be 2-fold product of the complex upper halfplanes. The Hilbert modular group G=SLlg), which
is embedded in SLlR)2, acts on 1P by the linear fractional transformation. The involution 'f on 1P is
determined by
'f : (ZI, Z2) H(z2, Zl)
The extension ofG by'f yields the symmetric Hilbert modular group G.
Busam [1] investigated the Selberg trace formula for the symmetric Hilbert modular forms and gave
the dimension for d=5. Prestel [8] determined the quotient fixed points for prime discriminants. Hizebruch
et at. [4,5] studied geometric aspect ofthe symmetric Hilbert modular group. Hausmann's approach [2,3] is
also from algebraic geometry. He determined the fixed points for arbitrary discriminant.
In this paper, we calculate the number of the quotient fixed points and their singularities following
from [2, 3]. The fixed points divides into the isolated points and the curves ofthe fixed points set. Using these
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values, we give the dimensions of the space of symmetric Hilbert modular forms of weight two over
k = Q( JJ )(d< 3,000).
2. THE ISOLATED ELLIPTIC FIXED POINT
NOTATION
D : the discriminant ofk ,
hI: the class number ofQ( J=d)
PROPOSITION 1.
t : the number of distinct prime divisors ofD
h3 : the class number ofQ( J-3d)
The isolated quotient singularities of H 2Ie are given by following tables:
TABLE 1.
dmod4 contribution order singularity number ofpoints
..Lh + ..L2 1- 1 ..L th 1+ 21- 11 32 1 16 4 16
..Lh - ..L(1 +6)2 1- 1 .1 th 1 - (1 +6)21- 132 1 16 2 8
.2-62 1- 1 .2- 621- 116 4 16
(total)
..Lh + --±-621- 116 1 16
i2h1 + 116 (1 +a)2 1- 1 ..L th 1+ (1 + a)2 1- 12 4 16
(d* 2) i2h1- /6(1 + a +6)21- 1 .1 th 1- (1 + a +6)2 1- 12 8
.2-621- 2 .2- 621- 216 4 16
(total)
..l...-h + --±-621- 216 1 16
-.L ..L 2
d=2 16 4 16
..L ..L
32 8 32 1
.2- .2-
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1 if(~:~) =1
a= { , (D(2)=8 ,-8 or -4, when d=2, 6 mod 8 or 3 mod 4, respectively)
o otherwise




d contribution order singularity number of points
Ah3 .1 th36 9
d13
3~ h3 - /80 + e)21- 1 .1 th 3 - to + e)21- 13 9
1~ 0 + e)21- 1 1. 0+ e)21- 16 9
(total)
Ah3 + to + e)21- 1
1 ifp=.I mod 3 (Jor aU p=.I mod 4, p I D),P =. 2 mod 3 (Jor aUp =. 3 mod 4, p I
e= { and d =. 1,5,6 mod
o otherwise
TABLE 3.
d contribution order singularity number ofpoints
1 1
5 "5 5 "5 1
3. THE ONE DIMENSIONAL FIXED CURVE
For an integer kiD, the curve Fk inlP/G is determined by
alfl5 ZlZZ - A'Zl + Azz +azfl5 = 0
k = alazD +AA', A Ell, al,aZ E Z
The curve Fk is not necessary irreducible. The nonsingular model of the component ofFk is given by H/r for
some discrete subgroup r of SLz.(R). Following from [2, 3, 5], we have
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PROPOSITION 2.
The curves Fk in lfl/G which are fixed by Gare given in the following tables:
TABLE 4.
dmod4 contribution r fundamental number of
volume component
_.l2,-1 .lall reI) 24 2'-124
TABLE 5.
dmod4 contribution r fundamental number of
volume component
2,3
..1...2'-2 ro(2) ..1... 2'-2Cd*-2) -24 24
d=2 3 r 1*(2) ..1... 1-'48 48
TABLE 6.
dmod4 contribution r fundamental number of
volume component
1,2 -4~ TI(l +;) 4~ JJ(1 +;)Cd*- 2) pld ro*Cd) 1
d=2 3 r o*(2) ..1... 1-'48 48
TABLE 7.
dmod4 contribution r fundamental number of
volume component
2,3 -~~ IdTI (1 +;) ~~ IdTI (1 +;)Cd*- 2) p ,p*2 ro*CD) 1p ,p*2
d=2 3 r o*(8) ..1...-24 24 1
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4. APPLICATION: THE DIMENSIONS OF THE SPACE OF SYMMETRIC HILBERT
MODULAR FORMS
By a cusp form of weight two belonging to G, which is the symmetric Hilbert modular group
belonging to Q( Jd ~ we understand a functionf(z) onlfl, satisfying the following conditions:
i) f(z) is holomorphic onlfl
ii) f( . z)=j( . ,z).lf(z) for . EG
13
iii) f(z) vanishes at every parabolic point ofG.
The linear space ofall f(z) is denoted by S z(d). For a technical reason, d is limited to the number satisfying the
condition that k has a unit of negative norm or d has no prime factors p == 3 mod t.. The dimension ofS z(d) is
given as follows [1, Satz(7.l)] :
dimSz(d) = toHIHzH3H4
to = t(k(-1), t3=- hZk , t4=-1
t" tz are the contributions from the isolated quotient points and the one-dimensional fixed point sets,
which are given in previous sections. (k, hkstands for the Dedekind zeta function ofk, or the class number of
k. In the table of dimensions, the number ofd is given by
d=i + 100j, (i= row number,j= column number).
The mark "**" means that d is not square free or that d does not satisfy the cusp condition in section 1.
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